TEXAS HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS EARN FOURTEEN ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS DURING ATPI FALL CONTEST

Texarkana, TX – Texas High School Commercial Photography students earned fourteen individual achievement awards during the 2010 Association of Texas Photography Instructors (ATPI) Fall Contest.

The contest featured 21 different categories, divided into beginning and advanced with more than 6,100 individual entries representing 75 schools coming from students across the country.

THS Students earning individual achievement awards were:
- Ruth Arnold – Third Place Beginning Thematic
- Kate Beltson – Honorable Mention Advanced Time Exposure
- John Dukes – Honorable Mention Advanced Sports
- Heather Ellis – Honorable Mention Advanced Advertising
- Alex Garner – Second Place Beginning Still Life, Honorable Mention Beginning Nature, Honorable Mention Beginning Still Life and Honorable Mention Student Life
- Mackenzie Morrow – First Place Advanced News, Honorable Mention Advanced Studio Portrait and Honorable Mention Advanced Thematic
- Hannah Patterson – Second Place Beginning Animal
- Duncan Stanley – Honorable Mention Beginning Open and Honorable Mention Beginning Sports

ATPI provides information and resources to teachers and students that work with photography in order to help the photography instructors of all disciplines work to achieve a higher quality of knowledge and teaching of photography.
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